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Developers of consumer health technology or apps (“health technology developers”) that collect 
digital health data about individuals would use this template to disclose to consumers the 
developer’s privacy and security policies. “We” refers to the health technology developer or 
technology product and “you/your” refers to the user/consumer of the health technology. For all 
endnotes provided in the MPN, the information specified in the endnote is required to be included 
in the privacy notice. However, for purposes of the Challenge, flexibility is permitted for how the 
information is presented (e.g., use of a link or pop up box) as long as the format maintains clear 
interfaces.


Privacy Policy 
This privacy policy governs your use of the software application Trainster ("Application") for 
mobile devices that was created by R&A Development GbR. The Application is basic description 
of the app (features, functionality and content) 


What information does the Application obtain and how is it used? 

We use your Data only to provide the primary service of the App, that means du make the 
propositions concerning training and diet as individual as possible.


How we share your data with other companies? 

We do NOT share your data with any other companies or third party services.


Who we sell your data to? 

We do NOT sell your data in any way to other companies or third party services.


How we store your data? 

Your personal data is only stored within the application on your device to simplify the use of it. 
That means that you don’t have to enter you data every time you restart the apllication.

Your data is not stored anywhere else.


How we encrypt (encryption means: a method of converting an original message of regular 
text into encoded text in such a way that only authorized parties can read it) your data? 

The application does’t uses any sort of encryption.


How this technology accesses other data? 

This app requests access to other device data, such as Apple HeathKit (your activity) and the 
GPS. This happens ONLY wit your permission and with the aim to provide you the best User 
Experience. The Activity data aims ti shrive you a better image of your daily activity, while the GPS 
data is used to show your the appropriate restaurant in your near surrounding.

The App doesn’t allow you to share your data on social media.




What can you do with the data we collect? 

At every time you can change or delete your data within the App. To do so, you have to got so 
Settings and then Dein Profil to change it, or Einstellungen zurücksetzten to delete it.


What happens to your data when you delete the app? 

By deactivation (deactivation means: an individual takes action or a company ceases operation or 
deactivates an individual’s account due to inactivity) your data is immediately deleted.


How will you be notified when the Privacy Policy changes or in case of an improper 
disclosure? 

When the privacy policy changes, you will be notified within the app. In case of an improper 
diclosure, all of your data is deleted immediately.


How can you contact us? 

The best way to contact us is our website www.trainster.de. You can also send us directly an 
email to info@trainster.de. Per Post the address is:


R&A Development

Karlsruher Straße 65

69126 Heidelberg

Germany
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